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 Chemistry Name:   _____________________________ 

 Section  _____  TRANSMUTATION WS Date:   _________________________ 

Directions (1-9):  For each statement or question, choose the word or expression that, of those 

given, best completes the statement or answers the question. 

 1 Atoms of I-131 spontaneously decay when the 

(1) stable nuclei emit alpha particles 

(2) stable nuclei emit beta particles 

(3) unstable nuclei emit alpha particles 

(4) unstable nuclei emit beta particles 

 2 Which balanced equation represents a fusion 

reaction? 

(1) U92
235 + n0

1  →  Kr + Ba56
140 + 3 n0

1
36
93  

(2) H1
2 + H1

3  →  He +  n0
1

2
4  

(3) N7
14 + He2

4  →  O +  H1
1

8
17  

(4) Ra88
226 →  Rn + He2

4
86

222  

 3 Which radioisotope has an atom that emits a 

particle with a mass number of 0 and a charge 

of +1? 

(1) 3H (3) 19Ne 

(2) 16N (4) 239Pu 

 4 Which list of radioisotopes contains an alpha 

emitter, a beta emitter, and a positron emitter? 

(1) C-14, N-16, P-32 

(2) Cs-137, Fr-220, Tc-99 

(3) Kr-85, Ne-19, Rn-222 

(4) Pu-239, Th-232, U-238 

 5 In which type of reaction is an atom of one 

element converted to an atom of a different 

element? 

(1) decomposition (3) saponification 

(2) neutralization (4) transmutation 

 6 A change in the nucleus of an atom that 

converts the atom from one element to another 

element is called 

(1) combustion (3) polymerization 

(2) neutralization (4) transmutation 

 7 Given the balanced equation representing a 

nuclear reaction: 

U92
235 + n0

1 → Kr + Ba56
140 + 3𝑋36

93  + energy 

Which particle is represented by X? 

(1) e−1
0  (3) He2

4  

(2) H1
1  (4) n0

1  

 8 Given the nuclear reaction: 

Es99
253 + 𝑋 → n0

1 + Md101
256  

Which particle is represented by X? 

(1) e−1
0  (3) He2

4  

(2) e+1
0  (4) n0

1  

 9 Which nuclear equation represents a natural 

transmutation? 

(1) Be4
9 + H1

1 → Li + He2
4

3
6  

(2) Be13
27 + He2

4 → P + n0
1

15
30  

(3) N7
14 + He2

4 → O + H1
1

8
17  

(4) U92
235 → Th + He2

4
90

231  

 

  
  



 

 

Directions (10-18):  Answer the following questions based on your knowledge of chemistry. 

Base your answers to questions 8 through 10 on the information below. 

Polonium-210 occurs naturally, but is scarce.  Polonium-210 is primarily used in devices 

designed to eliminate static electricity in machinery.  It is also used in brushes to remove dust from 

camera lenses. 

Polonium-210 can be created in the laboratory by bombarding bismuth-209 with neutrons to 

create bismuth-210.  The bismuth-210 undergoes beta decay to produce polonium-210.  Polonium-

210 has a half-life of 138 days and undergoes alpha decay. 

 10 State one beneficial use of Po-210. 

  

 11 Complete the nuclear equation below for the decay of Po-210, by writing a notation for the missing 

product. 

Po84
210  →  He2

4  +    

 12 Determine the total mass of an original 28.0-milligram sample of Po-210 that remains unchanged 

after 414 days. 

  milligrams 

 13 Complete the nuclear equation below for the decay of the unstable nuclide that produces Pb-206, 

by writing a notation for the missing nuclide. 

  → Pb82
206 + He2

4  

 14 Identify the type of nuclear reaction represented by the equation below. 

U92
235 + n0

1  →  Kr + Ba56
142 + 2 n0

1
36
92  + energy    

 15 Write a notation for the missing product in the equation below. 

U92
235 + n0

1  →  Sr38
92  +    + 2 n0

1  + energy 

 16 Write an isotopic notation for the missing product represented by X in the nuclear equation below. 

U92
235 + n0

1  →  Kr + 𝑋 + 3 n0
1

36
89  + 3.36 × 10−11 J X =   

 17 Complete the nuclear equation in the space below for the decay of cesium-137.  Your response must 

include the symbol, atomic number, and mass number of the missing particle. 

Cs55
137  →  e−1

0  +    

 18 Complete the nuclear equation in the space below for the decay of carbon-14.  Your response must 

include the symbol, atomic number, and mass number of the missing particle. 

C6
14  →  e−1

0  +    


